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GENERAL

SCOPE
This manual details Emergency Response Procedures for Vermont Gas System's gas
distribution and transmission system. Public, customer and employee safety is of
paramount importance. Every reasonable effort should be taken to prevent injuries and to
protect life. Maintenance of adequate and dependable service to our customers is also
very important.
The information and procedures found within this manual will be reviewed with applicable
operating personnel on an annual basis.

Titles and Abbreviations Referred to within this Plan
Throughout this manual you will encounter various abbreviations and titles. An index of
names, abbreviations and titles is noted below for reference. Employee names and phone
numbers are located in Appendix Three.

Dave Attig
Caryn Boland
Lee Brown
Steven Wark
Barb Corrigan
Scott Crocker
Jeff Fortune
Don Gilbert
Dan Jones
Todd Lawliss
Tim Lyons
Steven Miner
Bruce Morgan
Kim Rolfe
Chris LeForce
Eileen Simollardes

Dispatch
OSC
SafeMgr
Dir.HR&A
DMS
DirCom
SupCCt.
FSMgr
SupFS
CEO
ChfST
CordGCnt
VPMS
OpsMgr
CordMR
CordCst
SupEng
VPSRA

= Dispatchers (including Gas Control)
= On Scene Coordinator
= Safety Programs Manager
= Director, HR/Administration
= Distribution Maintenance Supervisor
= Director Communications
= Supervisor, Call Center
= Manager, Field Services
= Supervisor, Field Services
= Chief Executive Officer
= Chief Service Technician
= Coordinator, Gas Control
= Vice President, Marketing & Sales
= Operations Manager
= Coordinator, Meter Reading
= Coordinator of Construction
= Supervisor, Engineering
= Vice Pres., Supply & Regulatory Affairs
1
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John St. Hilaire
Marc Teixeira
Tim Vachereau
Emily Welch

MgrGCGS
VPOps
NCstMgr

= Manager, Gas Control - Gas Supply
= Vice President, Operations
= New Construction Manager
= Human Resources Coordinator

HRCord

OUTSIDE AGENCIES
It is important to establish and maintain a liaison with public officials and agencies that
may assist VGS during an emergency. Local Emergency Response agencies and other
public safety officials will be provided instructions on how to contact and communicate
with VGS. VGS will:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6

Periodically send a letter to fire & police departments located in VGS's
operational area. This letter will review VGS's response capabilities and advertise
the "Natural Gas Safety Training Course" that VGS offers upon request. The intent
of the letter and the training is to review actions local emergency responders should
take to make areas safe and protect personnel if they arrive on scene before VGS.
Acquaint emergency response organizations with VGS's capabilities.
Determine how emergency response organizations and VGS can assist each
other to minimize hazards to life and property.
Discuss incident authority "chain of command" during emergencies.
Maintain procedures, for law enforcement use, which identify the location of VGS
pipeline facilities, describe the facilities, as well as identify security concerns and
actions law enforcement personnel should take if they observe a potential security
threat at a VGS facility.
Maintain procedures for notifying the State of Vermont, Department of Emergency
Management if the need arises.

PUBLIC SAFETY & CONTINUING EDUCATION
The VGS Public Awareness Program was established to ensure that customers, the public,
outside agencies, local organizations and persons engaged in excavating activities are able
to recognize and report potential gas-related emergencies. Refer to the VGS Public
Awareness Program for details regarding public safety and continuing education. The Manager

2
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of Public Affairs is responsible for the VGS Public Awareness Program.

3
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INITIAL NOTIFICATION

DISPATCHER DUTIES AND COMMUNICATIONS
Most emergency calls are received by a VGS Dispatcher via telephone. All Dispatchers
must thoroughly question callers to determine the severity and extent of the situation
that is being reported. Dispatchers will use the VGS Incident Log when questioning
callers. The VGS Incident Log guides the questioning process and notes situation
specific guidance of which the Dispatcher should provide the caller. A copy of this form
is located at the end of this section. The form will be attached to the VGS Service/Work
order after the case is secured.
Sections Two through Seven of this plan provide instructions regarding notification of
personnel during specific types of emergencies.
Communication between on scene personnel and the office will be established as soon
as possible. Large scale emergencies or relight situations will usually require that an
Office Coordinator be established. Unless they are required at the scene, the SafeMgr,
NcstMgr, SupEng or SuperFS will normally coordinate such office activities. The Office
Coordinator will ensure the On Scene Coordinator is advised of who is coordinating
office activities.
When a considerable amount of communication between the office and the incident
scene will take place, the Dispatcher should request assistance from another qualified
Dispatcher, Manager or Supervisor. Assistance should also be requested when
excessive workload (no heat calls, etc.) prevents the Dispatcher from adequately
performing emergency response duties. The Mgr of Gas Control, Field Services
Manager, or the person coordinating office activities will verify that Dispatchers have
adequate assistance, and if they do not, designate appropriate resources.
If a Dispatcher receives a call involving pipeline facilities, and has reason to suspect the
incident is the result of criminal or terrorist activity. They should notify local law
enforcement officials (911). If possible, VGS first responders should be accompanied by
law enforcement personnel. The VP of Operations, Operations Manager, Field Services
Manager and the Safety Programs Manager shall also be notified. These managers will
ensure others are notified as appropriate. Follow VGS Bomb Threat procedures if the
call involves a threat involving a bomb or explosive device. The VGS Bomb Threat
Questionnaire is located at the end of this Section.

1
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VERMONT GAS SYSTEM'S - INCIDENT LOG

Dispatcher Initials:
Technician Dispatched:

Phis Log form shall be utilized for emergencycalls. Attach this log,, and any additional pages of comments, to the Service/Work Order,

INITIAL NOTIFICATION INFORMATION

..
1\—iie of Caller:

Date:

Tel.# :

SO#

Incident Location'
Time of Dispatch:

Time of Call.

Time On Scene:

Time Cleared.

INSIDE ODOR
Is the Odor strong?

YES - NO

How long have you noticed Odor?
Does it go away when the appliance is turned off?

Where is the Odor?

YES - NO

If you just began to Notice the odor, is there any usual activity taking place on or near your property such as construction work,
cleaning near gas appliances, etc? YES - NO If yes, what type of activity?
Caller advised to leave building, don't turn switches on or off, no smoking, go to safe location and wait for VGS?

YES - NO

(Outside Meters Only) Does customer know how, and can they shut off meter?

YES - NO

CARBON MONOXIDE
YES - NO

Is anyone feeling ill?

If yes, how long have they felt ill?

What type of CO alarm is it?
Caller advised to shut off appliances?

YES - NO

Have you hit the reset button?

YES - NO

Caller advised to leave the building?

YES - NO

OUTSIDE ODOR
Is the Odor strong?

YES - NO

How long have you noticed Odor?

Can you hear the leak?

YES - NO

Where is the Odor or leak?
YES - NO

Is there any construction activity take place nearby?
Caller advised to leave the area, go to a safe location, limit ignition sources and wait for VGS personnel?

YES - NO

PIPELINE BREAK - BLOWING GAS LEAK
Exact location of leak (circle one)?

Inside a Structure - Alongside Structure - Yard - Sidewalk - Street - Bridge - Other
YES - NO

Caller advised to keep others out of the area and told not to attempt any repairs?
If pipe leaking inside building - Can caller shut off meter safely?

YES - NO

Is the Fire Dept. there? YES - NO

Caller advised to leave the area, go to a safe location, limit ignition sources and wait for emergency personnel?

YES - NO

FIRE or EXPLOSION
What is Burning (or exploded)?

Is everyone out of the building?

YES - NO

Is anyone hurt?

YES - NO

If yes, has an ambulance been called?

YES - NO

IS the fire department there?

YES - NO

Can you see, hear or smell leaking gas?

YES - NO

—der advised to leave the area, go to a safe location and wait for emergency personnel?

YES — NO

PRESSURE ALARM - SERVICE OUTAGES - OTHER (circle applicable)
I mpacted Area:

MAOP Exceeded:

YES - NO

Maximum Pressure: VGS011970

p.s.i.

NOTIFICATIONS
INTERNAL NOTIFICATIONS:
Inside Odor/Leak:
t"

Parties in parentheses are alternates if listed party unavailable.
Explosion:

FS Tech.
FS Tech - Crocker(Fortune) - Voice Mail
FS Tech - D&M Tech - Brown (Miner)

Inside Leak:
3 Underground:
3

Outside Odor/Leak: D&M Tech,

FS Tech - D&M Tech - Brown - Miner - Teixeira —
Lyons - Fortune - Simollardes - Attig - Voice Mail

Supply Problem: Meas.Tech. - Lawliss (St.Hilaire) - Miner(Teixeira)

Serious Outside Leak -

D&M Tech. — FS Tech. - Brown (Miner) - Voice Mail

Evacuations:

Crocker (Fortune)
Crocker (Fortune) - Lyons (Wark)

Pressure Alarm: Meas.Tech - Lawliss (St.Hilaire) - Miner (Teixeira)

Large Scale:

Fire - Gas in Area:

FS Tech or D&M Tech - Brown (Miner)

No Gas at Meter: FS Tech. If pressure problem: Miner - Lawliss

Fire Involving Natural Gas:
Structure Fire:

Media On Scene:

D&M Tech - FS Tech - Crocker (Fortune) - Brown (Miner) - MI situations - Fire, CO, Evacuation, Leak - Lyons (Wark) - Voice Mail
- Voice Mail
D&M Tech - Meas.Tech - Brown (Miner) - Miner (Brown) Gas Involvement-Pipeline related — V party damn°, pipeline failure,
- Voice Mail
etc: In addition to the above also notify:
Attig (Miner, Teixeira)
D&M Tech - FS Tech - Brown (Miner) -Miner (Brown) -Voice Mail

Regulating Station:
purled Piping:

Imminent Threat to Safety: Local Fire Department

EXTERNAL NOTIFICATIONS

(Refer to Section 4 of Emergency Plan for Specifics)

Media Involvement: DPS - PSB Refer to Section 4 of Emergency Plan

DOT Reportable: National Response Center - DPS - PSB

VT Reportable:

Imminent Threat to Safety/Fire/Etc: Local Fire Department

DPS - PSB Refer to Section 4 of Emergency Plan

DISPATCH & NOTIFICATION TIMES
Circle those notified. Note time of notification. Write the initials of those who conducted notification
-ech:
Dispatch:

- D&M Tech:
Arrival:

Dispatch:

Crocker - Fortune

Brown

By:

Time:

Meas.Tech:
Arrival:

Time:

Wark
By:

Time:

•

Lyons
Time:

By:

Time:

Time:

By

-

Lawliss
By

PSB:
By:

Time:

Time:

By:

Fire Dept.

Time:

St.Hilaire
By:

DPS:
Time:

Arrival

Teixeira
By:

Miner

Time:

- Voice-Mail Notification

Dispatch:

By:

Attig
Time:

By.

DOT:
By

Time:

By:

CONCLUSION & COMMENTS
Leak Found: YES or NO / If Yes Time Made Safe:
Is the MEDIA on the Scene: YES - NO

If Yes, what media?

Comments :

to the VGS Emergency Response Plan for specific procedures for each type of emergency. (Updated - Feb. 2009)

VGS011971

VGS Bomb Threat Questionnaire
All threats shall be documented.

Time Call Received:
Date:
Exact wording of the initial threat:

Listen Do Not Interrupt!
After caller stops volunteering information, ask these questions, trying to
keep the caller on the line:
1.When is the bomb going to explode?
2. Where is the bomb right now?
3. What does the bomb look like?
4. What kind of bomb is it?
5. What will cause the bomb to explode?
6. Did you place the bomb?
7. Why?
8. What is your address?
9. What is your name?

Record the Following Information:
Sex of caller:
Age( approximate):
Length of call:
Telephone number at which call was received: (

VGS011972

Caller's Voice (check the appropriate descriptors):
Calm Disguised
Angry Soft
Excited Loud
Slow Laughter
Rapid Crying
Distinct Normal
Ragged Whispered
Cracking Deep Breathing
Nasal Accent
Stutter Clearing Throat
Lisp Slurred
Rasp Deep
Familiar? If so, who does it sound like?

Background Sounds (check the appropriate descriptors):
Street Noises Factory Machinery Voices
Crockery Animal Noises Clear
PA System Static Music
House Noises Long Distance Local
Motor Office Machinery Booth
Other:

Bomb Threat Language (check the appropriate descriptors):
Well-spoken (educated) Incoherent Foul
Irrational Taped Threat
Read

Your Remarks:
Your name:
Your position:

VGS011973
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I. GENERAL
A. On Scene Coordinator (OSC)
Fortunately most incidents are made safe in a timely manner by initial response
personnel. In situations where initial response personnel are unable to secure the site
in a timely manner, an OSC should be designated. VGS personnel who may perform
OSC duties include the: VPOps, FSMgr, ChfST, SuperFS, SupEng, DMS, OpsMgr.,
NCstMgr.
The OSC shall:
1.
2.
3.

Ensure company emergency response procedures are being followed.
Ensure initial communication channels are established between the scene and
Dispatch, VGS on site personnel, public officials, the media and the public.
Ensure Dispatch and the Office Coordinator are routinely updated and provided
with a chronological record of important events and other significant on site
details (on scene time, made safe times, names of injured personal, medical
facilities injured personnel are sent to, damage estimates, media requests, etc.)

The OSC should refer to the "On-Site Incident Checklist" located in Appendix 7 of this
plan. The OSC may delegate specific tasks, such as those identified on the Incident
Checklist, to other VGS personnel.

B. Evacuated Personnel
Whenever occupants of buildings are evacuated, steps must be taken to ensure
evacuee's basic needs are satisfied. This may involve arranging for shelter, providing
meals, etc. Depending on the extent of the emergency, VGS may need to request
assistance from other agencies such as the fire department, American Red Cross,
Vermont Dept. of Emergency Management, etc.
The (OSC) shall quickly assess each situation involving evacuations to determine what
the evacuee's immediate needs are and arrange for necessary assistance. In addition to
1
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other personnel notifications required in this section, the VPMS, DirCom, alternate or
designee, shall be notified if an evacuation is large and/or will last for a lengthy period
of time.

C. Mutual Aid
In a large scale emergency, VGS may require external assistance. This assistance may
come from local plumbing and heating contractors, the North East Gas Association
(NGA) Member Utilities or Gaz Metropolitan. The CEO, VPOps, VPMS, alternate or
designees, will decide what level of assistance is required and initiate the request for
assistance.
If manpower for shutting off meters and relighting is needed, first consideration should
be given to utilizing local plumbing & heating contractors since they are readily available
and familiar with the area. If plumbing & heating contractors are used, they must be
certified by the State of Vermont to work with natural gas (refer to the VGS Plumbing &
Heating Contractor List, Appendix Three).

2
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IL GAS/ODOR REPORTED INSIDE OR OUTSIDE
A. Odors Inside
When Dispatch receives a report of an inside odor, a Service Technician will be
dispatched to investigate. A Qualified D&M employee should also be dispatched if the
VGS Dispatcher or response personnel have reason to believe that the source of the
inside odor is originating from underground piping.
Dispatch will determine the severity of the leak by thoroughly questioning the person
reporting the odor. When it appears that personnel or property are in immediate
danger, the Dispatcher will ask the caller to leave the leak area and provide them with
applicable guidance as noted on the VGS Incident Log.
The Fire Department should be notified if the situation threatens the immediate safety
of the public and/or property or when assistance is needed to evacuate structures
and/or control the scene.
When it is obvious to the Dispatcher that a serious inside leak is in progress (broken
pipe, blowing gas, carbon monoxide emergency, etc.), Dispatch will notify the FSMgr or
SupFS. The FSMgr or SupFS will ensure the SafeMgr and VPMS are notified. The
SafeMgr, VPMS or FSMgr will ensure the CEO is notified and updated.
The FSMgr or SupFS shall be notified immediately when an odor call has resulted in an
evacuation of a structure and a potentially dangerous condition exits. If it is not
apparent that a dangerous condition exists, FSMgr notification may wait until the
Service Tech. verifies that gas or CO are involved. If the odor complaint is a false alarm
- FSMgr notification is not required unless the structure which was evacuated was
noteworthy (i.e.; school, large store, church, company, etc.) — or if media was on site.
Upon arriving at the scene the Service Technician will determine the extent of the
emergency and if necessary:
1. Request additional personnel and equipment

3
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2. Request Fire Department assistance
If the emergency involves carbon monoxide, the Service Technician shall follow the
procedures for dealing with carbon monoxide found in the Service Technicians Manual.
The first priority is for public safety. The Service Technician will make every reasonable
effort to control or curtail the emergency with respect for safety of people first, property
second. The Service Technician will not unduly compromise his/her safety while trying
to control the emergency situation. He/she shall wait for additional support personnel if
necessary. The Service Technician will follow inside leak detection and repair
procedures found in the Service Technicians Manual. Dispatch should be frequently
updated and at intervals which should not exceed 30 minutes.
Evacuation should take place if the leak is of such magnitude that it cannot be easily
controlled; if a 20% L.E.L. (1% gas) reading is obtained on a Combustible Gas Indicator
in open air; and/or if the Service Technician feels the situation warrants evacuation.
Gas concentrations must be routinely monitored and documented until the leak has
been repaired, or levels rise to the point that evacuation is necessary.
Buildings very close to, directly adjacent to or across from buildings with hazardous
accumulations of gas, shall be evacuated if there is a reasonable possibility that people
or property at these locations are in danger. This is done to safeguard adjacent
properties in the event that an explosion was to occur. If safe to do so, inside leak
investigations shall resume in buildings adjacent to and across from evacuated
structures to determine the extent of gas migration.
If high concentrations of gas are found within a structure, all sources of ignition should
be eliminated. The local fire department and power company should be asked to
disconnect the electrical service to the structure in such situations. The desirable
location to shut off the power would be at the pole. In rare cases the fire dept/electric
company may decide to pull the electric meter on the building. In such cases the area
surrounding the electric meter should be tested before the meter is pulled to ensure
flammable concentrations of gas are not present. If levels near the explosive limit exist,
the electric meter should not be disconnected since it may arc when pulled. Remember
that some businesses or homes may have backup power supplies that could pose an
4
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ignition risk as well.
Emergency Contact Numbers for Electric Companies that serve the VGS area are
Burlington Electric - (802) 865-7364, CVPS - (802) 773-8833, Green Mountain Power(802) 655-9217, VT Electric Co-Op (802) 635-2331), Swanton Electric (802) 868-3397.
Note: With exception for BED, many electric company service territories overlap each
other within the VGS area. However, in general- CVPS and VT Electric Co-Op serve
Franklin County. GMP serves most of the areas served by VGS in Chittenden County with some fringe areas served by VT Electric Co-Op and CVPS.
The building should be allowed to vent naturally until gas levels recede to a safe level.
When high concentrations of gas are suspected, it is desirable not to begin ventilation
until all sources of ignition have been eliminated. If mechanical ventilation must be
used, using positive pressure methods (forcing air into the building) is preferable.
Mechanical ventilation equipment shall not be used in a hazardous atmosphere unless it
is designed to work safely in such an environment.
After making the area safe, determine the spread of the leak by bar holing around
building foundations, checking around openings into basements and manholes in the
street. Document bar hole tests and leak investigation results thoroughly.
When the Fire Department is on the scene, communication shall be established
between the Fire Chief and on scene VGS personnel. VGS personnel should remain on
the scene until released by the Fire Chief.

5
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B. Odors Outside
1. When Dispatch receives a report of an odor outside, a Qualified D&M employee
should be dispatched to the scene. The Qualified D&M employee may request a Service
Technician.
Dispatch will determine the severity of the leak by thoroughly questioning whomever is
reporting the odor. When it appears that personnel or property are in immediate
danger, the Dispatcher will ask the caller to leave the leak area and provide them with
applicable guidance as noted on the VGS Incident Log.
NOTE: Outside meter leaks that are discovered by VGS personnel and verified as minor
"fuzz" type fitting leaks, will require notification of either a Service Technician or a
Qualified D&M employee.
2. If the Dispatcher has reason to believe that the situation is serious, a Qualified D&M
employee AND a Service Technician will be dispatched to the scene. Dispatch will also
notify the DMS or OpsMgr. The following are some examples of outside odor reports
that should treated as serious and warrant dispatching of both a Qualified D&M
employee and a Service Technician:
a) Any type of line break with leaking gas (excavating related, customer piping, meter
damage, etc.)
b) Multiple odor reports within a concentrated geographical area and within a narrow
time frame.
c) Bubbles coming out of the ground near areas served by natural gas pipelines.
d) Hissing or blowing noises accompanying the odor report.
e) Strong odors involving manholes in the street.
f) An strong odor reported by reliable sources such as a fire department, plumbers, etc.
g) Any situation that the Dispatcher determines to be serious while questioning the
caller.
The Fire Department should be notified if the situation threatens the immediate safety
of the public and/or property or when assistance is needed to evacuate structures
and/or control the scene.

6
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The DMS or OpsMgr will ensure that the OpsMgr, FSMgr and SafeMgr are notified. The
OpsMgr, FSMgr or SafeMgr will ensure the VPMS and VPOps are notified. If the incident
is serious, the SafeMgr, VPMS or VPOps will ensure the CEO is notified and updated.
VGS on scene personnel will attempt to make the surrounding area safe. Gas detection
equipment should be utilized to establish safe boundaries around the leak area. Cones,
barricades or other suitable means should be used to secure areas where open air gas
concentrations exist — or VGS may request that Fire and Police departments secure the
area. No one shall enter areas containing gas unless it is absolutely necessary to do so
— and if they must, personnel must don appropriate personal protective equipment (Fire
Retardant Clothing, Leather Gloves, Eye Protection, Hard Hat, etc.). Maps of mains,
valves and asbuilts should be available to refer to.
Potential ignition sources shall be secured. If there are overhead power lines in the
immediate area and it is apparent that potentially explosive levels of gas are reaching
overhead power lines, or if high levels of gas are in buildings surrounding a leak area,
the local electric company shall be contacted and asked if they can secure power in the
area. If necessary the responding fire department can be asked to help make such a
request
Emergency Contact Numbers for Electric Companies that serve the VGS area are
Burlington Electric - (802) 865-7364, CVPS - (802) 773-8833, Green Mountain Power(802) 655-9217, VT Electric Co-Op (802) 635-2331), Swanton Light & Water (802) 8683397. Note: With exception for BED, many electric company service territories overlap
each other within the VGS area. However, in general- CVPS and VT Electric Co-Op serve
Franklin County. GMP serves most of the areas served by VGS in Chittenden County with some fringe areas served by VT Electric Co-Op and CVPS.
VGS employees will secure the emergency per applicable operating procedures.
Evacuation will occur if the leak is not controllable, a 20% L.E.L. (1% gas) reading is
obtained in open air, or if on-scene personnel feel the situation warrants evacuation.
Surrounding buildings, on both sides of the street, adjacent to and across from the leak
site should be checked for gas and ventilated properly. If gas levels within any building
exceed 20% L.E.L. - follow the preceding procedures for Inside Odors. Bar hole and
7
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test along foundations of each building near the leak site, in addition to checking nearby
manholes, street drains, etc. Document your findings. VGS personnel should frequently
update Dispatch and at intervals which should not exceed 30 minutes.
Buildings must be periodically checked as long as gas is present. A record of gas levels
detected should be maintained until the leak has been repaired and the area is deemed
safe. The OSC and the fire department will be informed immediately if there is a sudden
buildup of gas in a building, or when current readings begin to rise unexpectedly.
Excavation may be necessary to vent the gas from the structure, soil adjacent the
surrounding foundation, etc. If gas is leaking outside, and if prudent to do so, the fire
department may be asked to use a fog spray to disperse escaping gas in order to
prevent it from accumulating and/or enter structures. All buildings will be checked upon
completion of repairs.
In rare circumstances, to ensure the safety of others, field personnel may have to
expose themselves to gas while repairing a leak. This should only be done after all
other options, such as closing a valve or squeezing off a pipe, have been considered.
During extreme weather conditions it may not be feasible to close a valve since the loss
of gas service to large areas could threaten the health and welfare of others. i.e.
hospitals, nursing homes, etc. In such situations, after making the immediate area
around the leak safe, consideration should be given to cutting in a valve closer to the
leak in order to minimize the impact of closing other valves.
If working in a gaseous environment is unavoidable, every possible safety precaution
should be taken to protect personnel. This would include requesting the local fire
department to provide fire fighting and rescue support for VGS Emergency Response.
Before entering the area, oxygen and flammable gas levels shall be established and
monitored. VGS procedures for working near blowing gas shall be followed. These
procedures are located in Appendix 1. of this Emergency Plan and in Section 14 of the
VGS Safety Programs Manual.
VGS on-scene personnel will assist the Fire Department:
1. Identify hazardous locations and implement measures to prevent accidental ignition;
2. Evacuate personnel from unsafe areas;
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3. Rope off/barricade unsafe areas;
4. Reroute traffic from the area.
VGS on scene personnel may request:
1. Additional personnel and equipment
2. Notification of Police and Fire Departments
Document all outside leak investigations results thoroughly.
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III. FIRE LOCATED NEAR OR DIRECTLY
INVOLVING A PIPELINE FACILITY
Fire: Structure served by gas; or gas line in close proximity to fire
If a burning structure is served by natural gas, or if natural gas pipelines are in
1.
the immediate area, a Qualified D&M employee, or a Service Technician, shall be
dispatched. During winter months when Service Technicians are very busy, first
preference would be to dispatch a Qualified D&M employee unless it would take the
D&M employee considerably longer to respond. The DMS/OpsMgr or FSMgr/SupFS shall
also be notified.
If a Service Technician responds and is unable to shut off the flow of gas, a qualified
D&M employee shall be notified and dispatched.
If the Fire Dept. has not been alerted to the scene, Dispatch shall notify the applicable
fire department.
VGS personnel will report to the Fire Chief and offer assistance. If VGS services are not
needed immediately, stand by until released by the Fire Chief. Dispatch shall be
frequently updated and at intervals which should not exceed 30 minutes.
If the fire resulted in bodily injury and/or significant damage, or if the Fire Chief or VGS
personnel deem it prudent to do so, bar hole along the foundation to determine if there
is natural gas in the soil along the building wall. If possible, verify the integrity of
interior piping. Document all findings. Ensure meters, piping and regulator assemblies
that may have been damaged by the fire are saved and kept in a secure location. Refer
to Incident Investigation procedures in Section Six of this Plan.

Fire: Natural Gas appears to be involved with the Fire.
If a fire involves, or appears to involve natural gas or natural gas facilities, a
2.
Qualified D&M employee and a Service Technician shall be dispatched. The DMS or
OpsMgr shall be notified.
10
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If a regulating station is involved, a Meas.Tech should be dispatched in lieu of the
Service Tech. The OpsMgr and VPOps will be notified if the fire involves VGS facilities
such as a gate or regulating stations.
The FSMgr or SupFS, and the Chief Service Technician, shall be notified when the fire
appears to have involved appliances, inside piping, meters, etc.
The notified manager (OpsMgr, FSMgr, DMS) will ensure the SafeMgr is notified. The
OpsMgr, FSMgr and SafeMgr will ensure the VPMS and the VPOps are notified. The
SafeMgr, VPOps, VPMS will ensure the CEO is notified and updated.
Since burning gas will not explode, on scene personnel should ask the Fire Dept. to not
attempt to extinguish a fire involving natural gas unless necessary to rescue an injured
or trapped individual. They should be asked to keep surrounding combustibles wet to
prevent them from igniting until the gas has been shut-off. If the fire department
inadvertently extinguishes the fire, and if prudent to do so, they may use a fog spray to
disperse the gas and prevent it from accumulating and/or entering structures.
Senior Management will decide if the situation warrants an Incident Investigator. If an
Incident Investigator is needed, refer to Section Six of this Manual for a listing of
Investigators used by VGS.
Communication will be established between the Fire Chief and on scene VGS personnel.
Dispatch shall be frequently updated and at intervals which should not exceed 30
minutes. VGS personnel should not leave the scene until checking with the Fire Chief.
If the fire resulted in bodily injury or significant structural damage, VGS personnel
should bar hole along the foundation to determine if there is natural gas in the soil
along the building wall. If possible, verify the integrity of interior piping. Document all
findings. Refer to Incident Investigations Procedures in Section six of this Plan. Ensure
the Fire Chief takes measures to protect the integrity of the involved appliances and
other related gas equipment. Save meters, piping, regulator assemblies and appliances
that may have been damaged by the fire.
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IV. EXPLOSION OCCURRING NEAR OR DIRECTLY
INVOLVING A PIPELINE FACILITY
If an explosion occurs near, or involves natural gas facilities, a Service Technician,
Qualified D&M employee and the DMS shall be dispatched immediately. The VPOps,
OpsMgr, FSMgr, VPMS and SafeMgr shall also be notified immediately.
If Fire Department has not been notified, VGS Dispatch will notify them.
The SafeMgr, VPMS or VPOps will ensure the CEO is notified and updated.
On scene personnel will survey the scene and request additional personnel and
equipment if necessary. First priority will be to ensure public safety and protect
personnel. Until the source of the explosion has been identified and secured, and leak
investigations verify that structures in the area are gas free - assume that a hazardous
condition still exists. Buildings in the area should be evacuated until emergency
response personnel have determined the situation has been made safe. The buildings
shall be checked for gas before allowing personnel to re-enter the structures.
An OSC shall be established at the scene of the accident and in the office to coordinate
on scene and office activities.
Communication between VGS personnel and other emergency response personnel will
be through the OSC. The FSMgr and OpsMgr will direct VGS field crews to determine
the extent of damage to VGS facilities and make necessary repairs.
Ensure the Fire Chief takes measures to protect the integrity gas related equipment.
After the fire has been secured, VGS on-scene personnel should bar hole along the
foundation to determine if gas is present. Determine odorant levels. If possible, verify
the integrity of inside piping (note that testing should be conducted by competent
personnel). Document all findings. Save meters, piping and regulator assemblies that
may have been damaged by the fire. Refer to Incident Investigation Procedures in
Section Six of this plan. Senior Management will decide if the situation warrants an
Incident Investigator.
12
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Emergency shut-off and relight will be performed per procedures in the Service
Technicians Manual and Operations Manual. Safety of personnel must come first. No
employee is to perform a duty that will threaten life or property of the public or
themselves. VGS personnel will assist with evacuations and site security as instructed
by the Fire Chief. Dispatch will be frequently updated and at intervals which should
not exceed 30 minutes.
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V. NATURAL DISASTER
Earthquake:
Vermont Gas subscribes to the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Earthquake
Notification Service (ENS). Within five minutes of an earthquake occurrence, the ENS
automatically sends emails with details regarding the earthquake to subscribers within
the earthquake area. The following VGS personnel receive these notifications: Gas
Control, VPOps, OpsMgr, SupEng, SafeMgr and the Distribution Integrity Management
Engineer.
When an earthquake which could adversely impact VGS•facilities occurs, Gas Control
will analyze SCADA systems for any abnormalities and look for signs of trouble. VGS
Operations Personnel will review and assess data provided by the USGS, local reports of
damage and VGS leakage and odor reports. Upon doing so, the VPOps, OpsMgr,
SupEng and DMS will execute a course of action appropriate for the specific situation.
Depending on the severity of the earthquake, some, all, or variations of the actions
described below may be taken:
VGS Gate Stations inspected for damage.
Propane Peak Shaving facility inspected for damage.
Vaults inspected for damage.
Bridge Crossings inspected for damage.
Business areas leak surveyed with leak detection equipment.
Transmission system leak surveyed with leak detection equipment.
Distribution system leak surveyed with leak detection equipment.
Patrols conducted to look for signs of soil subsidence within the
transmission line right of way.
i) VGS Home Office facilities inspected for damage.
j) VGS Employees apprised of situation and asked to look for system
damage during the course of their normal work activities.
k) Public Service Announcement initiated requesting customers to report
apparent damage to gas facilities or suspected gas leakage.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
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If it is immediately apparent that VGS pipeline system damage is severe and extensive,
shutting off the flow of gas at the closest transmission line valve which would control
the situation may be necessary. Every effort should be made to secure hazardous
situations in a timely manner, while at the same time limit the number of customers
impacted by a shut-down. Isolating large segments of the VGS pipeline system utilizing
transmission line valves should not occur without consultation with the VPOps, or in
his/her absence, another VP or the CEO.
When a significant earthquake occurs, all Field Service and Distribution employees will
prepare themselves and standby to conduct any damage assessments, leakage surveys
or emergency response activities that may be required. Pagers, radios and phones shall
be turned on and monitored. If damage from an earthquake is such that normal
methods of communication are disrupted, operations personnel should report to the
closest VGS office and await instructions.
If VGS facility damage is significant, Vermont Emergency Management and the VT
Department of Public Service should be notified. If needed, the Vermont Dept. of
Emergency Management may be able to provide VGS with assistance with travel,
communications, housing, mutual aid, etc. Contact information for VT Emergency
Management and the VT DPS is in Section 4 of this manual.
Results of post-earthquake surveys and damage assessments shall be documented.
If necessary, the VPMS, CEO and DirCom will prepare media statements (reference VGS
Supply Interruption Plan in Appendix 5).

Flooding:
Procedures Prior to and During a Flooding Event:
Before entering an area to shut off meters or appliances, VGS personnel shall verify that
electrical service in the area has been disconnected.
If conditions warrant such (streets in danger of washing out, bridge failure, etc.), VGS
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personnel may need to stand by at designated valves, above the flood zone, in the
event that it becomes necessary to shut down a pipeline segment. If streets are in
imminent danger of washing out, crews may prepare excavations to make physical cutouts in the gas main.
If and where appropriate and feasible to do so, above ground and exposed gas facilities
should be sand bagged or otherwise barricaded to prevent damage from floating debris.
De-activation of individual services and/or pipe segments shall be documented for later
follow-up.
Procedures After the Flooding Event:
Shut off gas services which were significantly impacted by the flooding, but were not
accessible to shut off prior to the flooding.
When flooded areas become accessible, inspect all pipeline facilities and bridge
crossings within the areas impacted by the flooding. During inspections look for the
following: leaks, wash outs, pipeline exposures, facility damage and other potentially
hazardous conditions. Document findings on applicable VGS Pipeline Inspection Forms.
Reactivating Gas Service and Appliance Turn-Ons:

Gas Meters and Regulators:
Check for water in the regulator. If needed, replace regulator.
Any meter that was submerged shall be replaced before the service is restored. If the
meter index has mud and debris on the inside of the cover, replace the entire meter.
Re-activation of services shall be documented.

Appliances:
Appliances shall only be turned on if they were not affected by the flood.
16
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Appliances that were submerged must be inspected and serviced by a qualified
plumbing or heating contractor - unless time allows VGS technicians to inspect and
service the equipment.
Relight appliances in accordance with standard turn on procedures.
In areas where the risk of electrical shock exists, employees shall not perform appliance
work if doing so requires employees to work in standing water, unless the risk of
electrical shock can be eliminated first. Employees are provided with G.F.C.I. plugs and
shall use them in when working in wet/damp areas.
Unsafe conditions shall be addressed in accordance with established VGS Unsafe and
Warning Tag Procedures.
Snow & Ice Storms:
A winter storm is likely to impact travel and VGS ability to respond. As such, when a
winter storm is forecasted for the VGS operational territory, Department Managers shall
take appropriate measures to ensure that adequate emergency response coverage is
maintained throughout the VGS operational territory. Gas Control and Dispatch will be
provided with the names of VGS response personnel and their designated coverage
areas during the storm. The MgrGCGS, or designee, will decide whether additional
personnel need to be assigned to Gas Control so they can relieve each other over an
extended stay.
If a gas emergency occurs and VGS response personnel are unable to travel, the local
fire/police dept. should be notified. Attempt to request a snow plow or other means of
transportation to assist VGS personnel get to the scene. If local authorities are unable
to help, or cannot be reached, the Vermont Dept. of Emergency Management may be
able to assist VGS. (Refer to Section Four).
If necessary, the VPMS, CEO and DirCom will prepare media statements (reference VGS
Supply Interruption Plan in Appendix 5).
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VI. Emergency Shut Down
In the event that gas supply is a problem, Dispatch will notify the, MgrGCGS and
OpsMgr. A Measurement Technician shall also be notified and asked to standby in case
they need to be dispatched to a particular location. If prudent to do so, the Peak
Shaving Facility should be utilized.
The MgrGCGS and OpsMgr will ensure the VPSRA, VPMS and VPOps are notified. The
VPSRA, VPMS and VPOps will ensure other necessary resources are notified, including
the CEO.
If the situation warrants, the Gas Control Dept. will call all interruptible customers and
instruct them to switch to an alternate fuel and curtail the use of natural gas. A list of
interruptible customers and phone numbers is located in Appendix Four. Since Gas
Control will most likely require assistance in an emergency shut-down situation,
consideration should be given to calling in additional personnel to assist in the Gas
Control area. The MgrGCGS will determine who, and how many, people to call in.
When interruptible customers are contacted, the following information should be
recorded:
1. Name of Company
2. Time of call
3. Name of person contacted
4. Any special situations, problems, or comments made
If the VPOps, or alternate, deems it necessary, personnel will be sent to check each
interruptible to be sure they have complied with the curtailment request. Physical turn
off at the main valve should be used only as a last resort as most interruptible
customers may require small quantities of gas for ignition of alternate fuels.
If additional curtailment is required, those businesses and industries in which
curtailment would only delay production should be contacted. These would include
Laundromats, car washes, manufacturing plants, etc. These can be identified by
18
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requesting a list of Rate G-4 customers from I.S., sorted by usage (high - low).
If a supply interruption necessitates utilizing the media to notify customers, refer to the
"Supply Interruption Communication Plan for Vermont Gas". This can be found in
Appendix Five. Vermont 2-1-1 may also be utilized as a means to update the public on
the situation, refer to Section 4 for Vermont 2-1-1 notification information. The VPMS &
DirCom will coordinate these activities.
In the event curtailment beyond these groups is necessary, a decision by the Company
President, VPOps, VPSRA and VPMS, will be made as to which area or community will
be curtailed. Load, number of customers, degree of difficulty in purging and relighting
will be considered in this decision. The DirCom will assist with the coordination of
those activities required to take care of impacted customers.
If customers lose gas service during extremely cold weather conditions, consider asking
local water departments to shut off service to affected structures - especially if the
structure is unoccupied at the time. Customers should be asked to open faucets to let
water in pipes drain until water is turned back on. These actions may not prevent pipes
from bursting, but will limit subsequent water damage.
LNG may be utilized if in the judgment of the CEO, VPOps, VPMS and VPSRA that it
would be prudent to do so. Arrangements for LNG will be made by the VPOps or
alternate.
If a large emergency shut-down occurs, a member of Senior Management, or designee,
should contact the VTDPS and VTPSB and inform them of the situation. Reference
Section 4 of this Plan for VTDPS and VTPSB contact numbers.
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VII. Large Scale Restoration of Service
The FSMgr and OpsMgr, or their alternates, will supervise on-scene relight and repair
activities and have direct authority over Service Technicians and others engaged in
relight and repairs operations. They will inform personnel of route assignments,
communications procedures, radio use, etc. Using available equipment they shall
periodically update the person coordinating office activities on the progress of field
operations.
Depending on the severity of the outage, the VPOps, VPMS, VPSRA, and others
assisting with the relight process, will need to consider and address the following
issues:
1. Ensuring adequate amounts of manpower, equipment and vehicles are available to
handle the situation and determining where to get the assistance from. Personnel
such as VGS Meter Readers and Collectors may be considered as a resource to help
during the shut-off process.
Use the following guideline to estimate how much assistance will be required to
relight: (NOTE: This table is for relights - time must also be considered for shutting
the meters off before the relights can take place. Normally this would occur while
repairs are being conducted.)
ANTICIPATED NUMBER OF PERSONNEL REQUIRED TO COMPLETE RELIGHT
(Based on each worker working 16 Hours per day and completing 4 relights per hour = 64
Relights per worker)

Customers to
Relight

1 DAY

2 DAYS

3 DAYS

4 DAYS

5 DAYS

5,000

78

39

26

19

16

10,000

156

78

52

39

31

15,000

234

117

78

58

46

20
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20,000

312

156

104

78

62

25,000

390

195

130

97

78

30,000

468

234

156

117

93

35,000

547

273

182

137

109

NOTE: In addition to mutual aid from the NGA, local assistance from plumbing and
heating contractors may be used for restoring gas service of effected customers. If
local contractors are used, they should have the appropriate qualifications and
experience to light a variety of natural gas appliances. Local plumbing &heating
contractors should be contacted first. The SupFS should take care of contacting
contractors for assistance. A copy of the VGS Plumbing & Heating Contractor list is
found in Appendix 3 of this Plan.
The following should be considered during large scale restoration activities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Coordination of external resources assisting VGS.
Communications between VGS and other assisting agencies, the public, impacted
customers and the media.
Keeping Dispatch, VGS Customer Service Representatives and other VGS personnel
posted on the status of the outage.
Arranging for police and locksmith assistance to gain access into unoccupied
buildings.
Arranging for meals, housing, gasoline, etc. for out of town resources who are
assisting.
Record Keeping: Hours worked, meter numbers, supplies expended, etc.
Estimating duration of outage, financial impact, etc.
Notifying insurance companies, law firms, etc.

The SafeMgr, or in his absence, the person coordinating office activities will ensure the
CEO is periodically updated. The VPMS and DirCom will coordinate issues with the
media. All other VGS personnel will assist as directed and/or where they are needed.
Vermont 2-1-1 may also be utilized as a means to update the public on the situation,
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refer to Section 4 for Vermont 2-1-1 notification information.
Someone from the I.S. Department should be asked to standby and assist with the
generation of special reports and help with communications as needed.
During the relight process priority should be given to those customers that effect public
health such as hospitals, nursing homes and large commercial/industrial customers. A
list of affected service areas should be generated as soon as possible. The list can be
generated by Service Dispatch, Gas Control, I.S., the FSMgr or the SupFS. Personnel in
the field and at the office should use this list to record the progress of the service
restoration.
It may be necessary to have a D&M crew on hand in order to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Check emergency calls such as gas leaks that require immediate attention.
Turn off and on industrial customers as needed.
Turn off and on public institutions as needed.
Assist in handling forced entries.
Check distribution system pressures.

A regulator crew will be available to check and adjust regulating stations and odorizing
equipment.
Dispatchers shall be provided with additional help to assist with the increased workload. Dispatcher responsibilities will include:
1. Document all incoming calls and information related to the emergency.
2. Write up service orders as received.
3. Attempt to contact customers not at home when service restoration was attempted.
4. Record all "can't get in" calls.
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VIII. INCIDENTS LOCATED NEAR OR INVOLVING
THE PROPANE PEAK SHAVING FACILITY or LIQUID
NATURAL GAS (LNG) VAPORIZER
A Measurement Technician will be dispatched to investigate. If the cause of the incident
is not immediately apparent and criminal activity is suspect, local police shall be notified
and asked to accompany the Measurement Technician - especially if situation occurs at
night.
The OpsMgr, or VPOps, will be notified immediately regarding any situation involving
the Peak Shaving Facility or LNG Vaporizer.
The OpsMgr will ensure the VPOps is notified. The VPOps and OpsMgr will determine
who else needs to be notified and ensure the notifications are made.
The VPOps and OpsMgr will determine the best course of action based on operating and
emergency response protocols developed for these particular facilities.
Refer to the Emergency Procedures sections of the Propane Air Peak Shaving Plant
Operating & Maintenance Manual or the VGS LNG Operating and Maintenance Manual
for emergency response procedures specifically related to the particular facility.
The OpsMgr is responsible for the maintenance and review of operating and emergency
response procedures related to the Peak Shaving and portable LNG facilities. The
OpsMgr shall ensure that personnel involved with Peak Shaving and portable LNG
facilities are appropriately trained and qualified.
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IX. PRESSURE RELATED EMERGENCIES
A. High Pressure Situations
A high pressure situation is a situation where the pressure within the pipeline exceeds
established VGS maximum operating pressure (MOP). VGS pipeline MOP's are:
Distribution System:
Transmission System 4" - 10" Lines:
Transmission System 16" Line:

90 - pounds per square inch
605 - pounds per square inch
1,440 - pounds per square inch

Whenever Gas Control gets an indication (alarm) that a high pressure situation might be
taking place within the pipeline system, a Measurement Technician shall be dispatched
to investigate. The OpsMgr and MgrGCGS, or alternates, shall also be notified
immediately. The OpsMgr or MgrGCGS will notify the VPOps.
Gas Control will ensure that all the information and data regarding the situation,
including system pressures, is passed on to the Measurement Technician, OpsMgr and
MgrGCGS.
If the cause of the incident is not immediately apparent and criminal activity is suspect,
local police shall be notified and asked to accompany the Measurement Technician. This
is especially true for remote stations and at any station late at night.
Upon arriving on scene, the Measurement Technician shall assess the situation. If it
appears that the VGS pipeline MOP has been exceeded, they shall notify Gas Control.
Gas Control will update the OpsMgr and MgrGCGS. The OpsMgr and MgrGCGS will
ensure that the VPOps, FSMgr, MgrGCGS, VPSRA and DMS are notified. The
Measurement Technician shall attempt to make the situation safe and repair the
problem. Additional help shall be requested if needed.
If Gas Control gets an indication (alarm) that a high pressure situation is taking place,
and they also begin to receive calls reporting noisy regulators or appliances, gas odors,
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etc. in the area served by the pipeline that has the high pressure alarm, they must
assume that the alarm is valid and take immediate action. Gas Control will dispatch a
Measurement Technician and notify the OpsMgr and the MgrGCGS, or their alternates.
A Service Technician and a Qualified D&M employee will also be dispatched to
investigate leak reports and leak survey the area.
The Fire Department should be notified if the situation threatens the immediate safety
of the public and/or property or when assistance is needed to evacuate structures
and/or control the scene.
The OpsMgr and MgrGCGS will ensure the VPOps, DMS, FSMgr, VPSRA, and SafeMgr
are notified. The SafeMgr, VPOps or VPSRA will ensure the CEO is notified and updated.
If the VGS system MOP has been exceeded, a leak survey of the affected system will be
conducted. The VPOps, and key operations Managers and Supervisors shall determine
what type of surveys should be conducted.

B. Low Pressure Situations
Whenever Gas Control gets an indication (alarm) that a low pressure situation exists
within the pipeline system, a Measurement Technician shall be dispatched to
investigate. The OpsMgr and MgrGCGS, or alternates, shall also be notified
immediately. The OpsMgr or MgrGCGS will notify the VPOps.
If a pipeline rupture is suspected as the cause of the low pressure situation, follow
procedures detailed within the "Odors Outside" section of this plan. The Fire
Department should be notified if a pipe rupture is suspect and/or if the situation
threatens the immediate safety of the public and/or property. Although VGS may not be
aware of the exact location of the leak, provide the fire department with as much
information as possible and update them with additional information as it becomes
available.
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X. NO GAS AT METER SITUATIONS
On occasion VGS personnel may discover, while on a routine service call or turn-on,
that a service has no gas and/or insufficient pressure. In such situations it is extremely
important for VGS personnel to determine why the service does not have gas and/or
proper pressure.
No gas/insufficient pressure situations could be the result of a mechanical problem,
such as a malfunctioning excess flow valve. However, the line could have been
damaged recently by a third party and be leaking.
Whenever VGS personnel respond to a no gas/insufficient pressure service call, they
shall bar hole along the building foundation to ensure the line is not leaking. If a leak is
discovered, appropriate measures shall be taken immediately to safeguard personnel
and property. A qualified D&M employee will be dispatched to make repairs and the
DMS, or alternate will be notified.
Field personnel shall determine if pressure at nearby meters is normal and rule out the
possibility of a distribution system pressure problem. If pressure at nearby meters is
abnormal, field personnel shall notify Gas Control and Dispatch immediately. Dispatch
will ensure that the OpsMgr and MgrGCGS are notified. The OpsMgr and MgrGCGS will
ensure that the VPOps, VPSRA are notified.
If there is no leak and pressure at nearby meters is normal, a qualified D&M employee
will be dispatched to correct the problem with the service.
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REPORTING GAS RELATED INCIDENTS
I. FORMAL NOTIFICATIONS:
PHMSA requires Telephonic Notification and Written Reports when an Incident as
defined in 191.3 (below) occurs.
NOTE: Release of gas, for the purpose of maintenance need not be reported if the only
reportable criterion is loss of gas of $50,000 or more as described in 49 CFR §191.3
under "Incident" (1)(ii). Damage from secondary ignition need not be reported unless
the damage to facilities subject to Part 191 exceeds $50,000. Secondary ignition is a
gas fire where the origin is unrelated to the gas facilities, such as electrical fires, arson,
etc.
4 191.3 Incident means any of the following events:
(1) An event that involves a release of gas from a pipeline or of liquefied natural gas or
gas from an LNG facility and
(i) A death, or personal injury necessitating in-patient hospitalization; or
(ii) Estimated property damage, including cost of gas lost, of the operator or
others, or both, of $50,000 or more.
(2) An event that results in an emergency shutdown of an LNG facility.
(3) An event that is significant, in the judgment of the operator, even though it did not
meet the criteria of paragraphs (1) or (2).
§191.5 Telephonic notice of certain incidents.
(a) At the earliest practicable moment following discovery, each operator shall give
notice in accordance with paragraph (b) of this section of each incident as defined in
§191.3.
(b) Each notice required by paragraph (a) of this section shall be made by telephone to
800-424-8802 (in Washington, DC, 267-2675) and shall include the following
information:
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(1) Names of operator and person making report and their telephone numbers.
(2) The location of the incident.
(3) The time of the incident.
(4) The number of fatalities and personal injuries, if any.
(5) All other significant facts that are known by the operator that are relevant to
the cause of the incident or extent of the damages.
6191.9 Distribution system: Incident report (Written Report).
(a) Except as provided in paragraph (c) of this section, each operator of a distribution
pipeline system shall submit Department of Transportation Form RSPA F 7100.1 as soon
a practicable but not more than 30 days after detection of an incident required to be
reported under §191.5.
(b) When additional relevant information is obtained after the report is submitted under
paragraph (a) of this section, the operator shall make supplementary reports as deemed
necessary with a clear reference by date and subject to the original report.
(c) The incident report required by this section need not be submitted with respect to
master meter systems or LNG facilities.
Reporting Methods:
Use one of the following methods to submit your report. PHMSA strongly encourages
online reporting over hardcopy submissions. If preferred, you can mail or fax your
completed reports to DOT/PHMSA.
Copies of the Form PHMSA F 7100.1 and/or instructions can be found on the Pipeline
Safety Community main page, http://phmsa.dot.gov/pipeline, by clicking the Library
hyperlink and then the Forms hyperlink under the "Mini Menu" on the right of the web
page. The applicable forms are listed in the section titled Accidents/Incidents/Annual
Reporting Forms. If you have questions about this report or these instructions, please
call (202) 366-8075. Please type or print all entries when submitting forms by mail or
Fax.
Note: Submit a copy of your report directly to the State Regulatory Agency in addition
to submitting to DOT/PHMSA.
2
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1. Online
a. Navigate to the new Electronic Incident Accident (EIA) System at the following URL
http://pipelineonlinereporting.phmsa.dot.gov/.
b. Enter Operator ID and PIN (the name that appears is the operator name assigned to
the operator ID and PIN and is automatically populated by our database and cannot be
changed by the operator at the time of filing).
c. Under "Create Reports" on the left side of the screen, select the type of report you
would like to create (i.e., gas transmission or gas distribution incident, or hazardous
liquid accident) and proceed with entering your data. Note: Data fields marked with a
single asterisk are considered required fields that must be completed before the system
will accept your initial filing.
d. Click "Submit" when finished with your filing to have your report uploaded to our
database; or click "Save" which doesn't submit the report to PHMSA but stores it in a
draft status to allow you to come back to complete your filing at a later time. Note: The
"Save" feature will allow you to start a report and save a draft of it which you can print
out to gather additional information and then come back to accurately complete your
data entry before submitting it to PHMSA.
e. Once you hit [Submit], the system will return you to the initial view of the screen that
lists your [Saved Incident/Accident Reports] in the top portion of the screen and your
[Submitted Incident/Accident Reports] in the bottom portion of the screen. Note: To
confirm that your report was successfully submitted to PHMSA, look for it in the bottom
portion of the screen where you can also view a PDF of what you submitted.
Rescinding PHMSA Written Incident Reports:
An operator who submits a 30-day written report for an incident and upon subsequent
investigation determines the incident did not meet the criteria in 49 CFR 191.3 should
request to have the report retracted. Requests to retract a 30-day written report should
be submitted on company letterhead and mailed or faxed to the Information Resources
Manager at the address/fax number above. Letters to request retraction may also be
submitted as email attachments to InformationResourcesManager@dot.gov. Requests
should include the following information:

3
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a: The Report ID, the unique 8-digit identifier assigned by PHMSA,
b: Operator name,
c: PHMSA-issued operator ID number,
d. Date of the incident,
e. Location of the incident (city, county, state), and
f. A brief statement as to why the 30-day written report should be retracted.
Notifying the Vermont Department of Public Service (DPS'):
The VT Department of Public Service (DPS), Utilities Engineer - Gas, and the Vermont
Public Service Board, shall be notified within 2 hours when a DOT reportable incident,
as defined above, occurs. They shall also be notified within 2 hours if an incident on a
gas transmission or distribution system and meets formal VT Reportable Incident
thresholds (involves a death, inpatient hospitalization, or causes property damage in
excess of $5,000). Voice mail messages may be left, but you should attempt to reach a
representative from the DPS and PSB in person.
When an incident meets formal Vermont reporting thresholds, but does not meet
federal DOT thresholds, a written report, utilizing the VT DPS versions of DOT incident
reports shall be submitted to the VT DPS in a timely manner, but no later than 30 days
from date of the incident. Utilize the VTDPS 191.9 - Distribution Incident Report or
VTDPS 191.17-Transmission Incident Report.
Department of Public Service (DPS) Phone Numbers and E-Mail Addresses:
Utilities Gas Engineer (GC Morris):

Chief Engineer (Hans Mertens):

Work - (802) 828-4073
Cell - (802) 343-3758
E-mail- gc.morris@istate.vt.us

Work - (802) 828-4007
Cell - (802) 777-4499
E-mail- Hans.mertens©state.vt.us

If neither are available, contact the DPS Receptionist at (802) 828-2811 and let him/her
know who you are attempting to contact.
Public Service Board (PSB) Phone Numbers:
During normal business hours VGS should call the PSB at (802) 828-2358 and ask for
John Bently. If he is not available, ask for the Clerk of the Board.
4
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After business hours contact John Bently at his residence (802) 223-2291.
Notifications will normally be made by the Safety Manager - or in his/her absence, by
the VPMSP, VPOps, OpsMgr, VPMS or FSMgr. Copies of reports sent to the VT
Department of Public Service shall also be forwarded to the CEO.

II. INFORMAL DPS NOTIFICATIONS:
As a courtesy and as requested by the VT DPS, VGS will notify the Vermont DPS and
the PSB by telephone, when an incident involves a release of natural gas and the media
is on scene. There is no specific time frame for making informal notifications, but they
should be made in a timely manner (i.e. if possible - before the incident airs on the
news).
When cases involve third party damage and the media is on scene, a VT Underground
Facility Damage Report (UFDR) should be submitted to the DPS within one business day
of the incident - in lieu of the standard 30 day reporting requirement. If it is not
possible to submit the report within one business day, Hans Mertens or GC Morris
should be contacted, provided an overview of the incident and informed when the
report will be sent. Copies of reports sent to the VT DPS shall also be forwarded to the
CEO and VGS Senior Management.
Notifications will normally be made by the Safety Manager - or in his/her absence, by
the VPMSP, VPOps, OpsMgr, VPMS or FSMgr. When making informal notifications, refer
to the DPS and PSB contact information detailed in section I. Formal Notifications.

III. AEGIS INSURANCE COMPANY NOTIFICATION:
AEGIS should be contacted and advised of situations when estimated damages are
anticipated to exceed 50% of the VGS self insured retention level (Contact Russell
Moore or Tim Keefe for the current retention level). Contact AEGIS at (201) 508-2600 ask for claims. AEGIS can also provide VGS with guidance and recommendations
regarding the situation. A copy of the AEGIS claims reporting policy can be found at
L:\Shared\EVERYONE\IntranetDocs\VGS Emergency Response Plans\VGS Emergency
Plans

IV. LEGAL COUNCIL NOTIFICATION:
5
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When a Serious Incident that involves death, serious injury or a significant amount of
property damage occurs, it is important that legal council be notified as soon as
possible. A member of Senior Management, or designee, will contact legal council.
Leo Bisson
Primmer, Piper, Eggleston & Cramer, PC
Email: Ibisson@ppeclaw.com
Office: (802) 371-5207
Cell Phone: (802) 535-7318
Montpelier Fax- (802) 223-2628
Burlington Fax- (802) 864-0328

V. INCIDENTS INVOLVING CRIMINAL OR TERRORIST ACTIVITY:
If the incident involves criminal or terrorist activity, the Vermont State Police shall be
notified at (911) or (802) 244-8727. The DPS shall also be notified. Depending on the
situation, the DOT and the VT PSB may also need to be informed. Note: Because
security may be a concern, consult the VT State Police and DPS before making
extensive notifications.

VI. VERMONT DEPT. OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT NOTICATIONS
In the event of a major pipeline emergency the following assistance may be required
from the Vermont Emergency Management Department:
1.

Incident site control and protection.

2.

Coordination with various state and federal agencies to ensure that
transportation of LNG and/or critical equipment, and personnel across the U. S.
border and through Vermont is done in a swift and efficient manner.

3.

Coordination of relief efforts for those persons requiring help and relocation.

4.

Locating and/or arranging for special equipment or assistance that might be
required(Heavy equipment, snow plows, cell phones, helicopters, etc.).

The Vermont Department of Emergency Management would like Vermont Gas Systems
to notify them whenever VGS has reason to believe that a large scale incident may be

6
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imminent. The Department can be reached by calling either of the phone numbers
listed below:
a) 1-800-347-0488
b) 1-802-244-8721
c) Fax. - 1-802-241-5556
d) 1-800-641-5005 (HAZMAT Hot Line)
Vermont Emergency Management also has the ability to communicate with VGS using
radio frequency 45.52 MHz. If radio communications are necessary, VGS should contact
VT Emergency Management at one of the numbers listed above and request that they
monitor 45.2 MHZ. The VGS 45.52 MHZ radio is located in Gas Control. Other
organizations within the VGS operational area who also have 45.52 MHZ radios include:
Green Mountain Power, CVPS, BED, VELCO, VT National Guard and the National
Weather Service).
Upon notification, VT Emergency Management will ensure the appropriate resources are
notified (Red Cross, National Guard, etc.).
The Safety Manager, or alternates, will ensure that the Department of Emergency
Management is notified if necessary.

VII. RAILROADS - VGS PROCEDURES & NOTIFICATIONS
In Northwestern Vermont, Vermont Gas Systems, Inc. has buried natural gas pipelines
within Chittenden and Franklin counties. Many of these pipelines cross or parallel
railways.
A railroad incident which results in derailment, heavy equipment operations, or any
other subsurface disturbance, has the potential of damaging an underground pipeline.
A ruptured natural gas pipeline is a hazardous situation that must be dealt with
immediately. In addition, denting, gouging or scratching the surface coating of a
pipeline, even if it appears to be minor damage, may result in a future pipeline failure
with subsequent serious consequences.
If an incident occurs that has damaged, or has the potential to damage a buried
pipeline, along a railway located in either Chittenden or Franklin counties, the railway
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should contact VGS. VGS will advise the railway if a natural gas pipeline is nearby or
not.
If a natural gas pipeline is in the area, VGS will immediately dispatch personnel to the
scene to conduct a leak survey and locate and mark the location of the pipeline. If the
pipeline has been damaged, VGS personnel will evaluate the situation and take
appropriate measures to ensure the safety of everyone in the area.
Notify local emergency response personnel if they have not already been notified.
Contact information is as follows:
Railway Contact Numbers:
Vermont AOT Railway Division: 1-802-828-5757 (Joe Flynn)
New England Central Railway:
1-802-527-3451 (Steve Coomes Cell 393-0349)
Vermont Railway:
1-802-658-2550 (Brian Muzzy Cell 363-8645)
VIII. VERMONT 2-1-1 NOTIFICATIONS
Vermont 2-1-1- provides all people in Vermont with free access via telephone or online
to community resources and information. If a large scale incident were to occur,
Vermont 2-1-1 could be utilized as a means to keep customers and the general public
advised of important incident related information.
Roles for Vermont 2-1-1 during a disaster or large scale incident would include:
* Information for coordination of services — who is providing what, when, where,
etc.
* Rumor and information control
* Evacuation and traffic issues
* Manage and track available resources and requests for resources
To utilize Vermont 2-1-1, refer to the following form to prepare scripting for Vermont 21-1.
Vermont 2-1-1 contact information is as follows:
Phone:
Fax:
Email:

(866) 652-4636 or 211
(802) 861-2544
info@vermont211.org

M:\WP\EMERGENCY PLANS\VGS EMERGENCY PLANS 2011\4 - REPORTING INCIDENTS.DOC
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Vermont 2-1-1 Scripting Procedure
If Vermont 2-1-1 is part of your emergency plan, use this form to notify
the Vermont 2-1-1 Director/call specialists of the appropriate protocol to
use when calls come into the call center during an incident or time of an
emergency.
REPORTED BY:
DATE:

Work Ph:

TIME:
ORGANIZATION: Vermont Gas Systems, Inc.

Cell Ph:

Incident/Emergency Description:

Priority Notices & Procedures:

Principal or designee contact information
On Scene Incident Commander:
Company Public Information Officer:
Relocation/Evacuation Officer:
Other:

M:\WP\EMERGENCY PLANS\VGS EMERGENCY PLANS 2011\4 - SECTION 4.DOC
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POST INCIDENT DRUG TESTING
According to Federal Regulations, an Incidentas defined in Title 49. Part 191.3 is:
(1) An event that involves a release of gas from a pipeline or of liquefied natural gas or
gas from an LNG facility and
(i) A death, or personal injury necessitating in-patient hospitalization; or
(ii) Estimated property damage, including cost of gas lost, of the operator or
others, or both, of $50,000 or more.
(2) An event that results in an emergency shutdown of an LNG facility.
(3) An event that is significant, in the judgment of the operator, even though it did not
meet the criteria of paragraphs (1) or (2).
DRUG TESTING: As required per Title 49 CFR, Part 199.105 - As soon as practical
(normally within two hours), but not later than 32 hours after an incident defined in
Title 49 CFR Part 191.3, each covered employee or VGS contractor, whose performance
either contributed to; or cannot be completely discounted as a contributing factor to the
incident, must submit to a urine drug test.
ALCOHOL TESTING: As required per Title 49 CFR, Part 199.225 - As soon as practical
(normally within two hours), but not later than 8 hours after an incident defined in
Title 49 CFR Part 191.3, each covered employee or VGS contractor, whose performance
either contributed to; or cannot be completely discounted as a contributing factor to the
incident, must submit to an alcohol test.
Human Resources shall be notified when an incident occurs that requires Post Incident
Drug and Alcohol testing. Protocols for alcohol and drug testing are in the VGS Human
Resources Policy Manual.
Human Resources will make the necessary arrangements to have the drug/alcohol tests
conducted. If Human Resource personnel cannot be reached, then the SafeMgr,
VPOps, VPMS, FSMgr, or OpsMgr shall ensure Drug & Alcohol Testing is conducted.
12/15/11
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Drug and Alcohol testing is performed by Concentra Urgent Care, located behind
McDonalds on Shelburne Road. Contact Concentra during the day at (1-802-865-3655)
and after hours at (1-802-316-6980 cell phone). Leave your call back number.
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ANALYZING PIPELINE INCIDENTS AND FAILURES
I. GENERAL:
Vermont Gas Systems will investigate or review incidents and system failures. The
intent of the investigations will be to determine the root cause of the incident or failure,
evaluate response effectiveness and determine the need for system or operational
modifications to minimize the possibility of recurrence. The extent of the investigation
or review will be determined largely by issues such as the type of incident, incident
severity, apparent cause, etc.
The SafeMgr will coordinate the investigative process; will work in conjunction with VGS
Investigation Facilitators; and will ensure Senior Management is provided with routine
updates during the incident investigation process. The SafeMgr will ensure applicable
state and federal reports are completed and submitted.
After an investigation has been completed, the SafeMgr will review the conclusions and
facts discovered during the investigation with applicable personnel.
On and annual basis, the SafeMgr will schedule a meeting with Operational personnel to
review VGS Emergency Response Procedures and lessons learned from past incidents.

II. SERIOUS INCIDENTS - INVESTIGATIONS
A Serious Incident would be an incident in which there was a death, serious personal
injury and/or a significant amount of property damage resulting from exposures such as
fire, explosion, equipment malfunction, etc. An investigation of a Serious Incident will
normally involve legal counsel, professional incident investigators, VGS employees and
possibly local, state and federal authorities.
Upon discovery that a Serious Incident has occurred, the SafeMgr will schedule a
meeting with Operational Managers, VGS Senior Management and other involved VGS
personnel. The intent of this meeting will be to review known facts and circumstances
as well as deciding the following:
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a)
b)
c)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Who will contact legal counsel?
Who VGS will utilize to investigate the incident and who will contact the
investigator?
Who will communicate with the media?
What types of immediate responses should VGS take (press releases,
equipment inspections, etc.)?
How will VGS answer incident related questions from internal and external
sources?
All there any pressing needs of citizens who may have been impacted by the
event, what are those needs, and how VGS will address them?
Who will serve as the VGS Investigation Facilitator(s)?
VGS Investigation Facilitators:
VGS Investigation Facilitators are responsible for working directly with
investigative consultants, legal counsel, local, state & federal authorities, and
insurance investigators.
The VPMS/FSMgr will serve as VGS Investigation Facilitators when: It
appears that the incident originated downstream of the meter outlet and
involves appliances, house piping, etc.
The VPOps/OpsMgr will serve as VGS Investigation Facilitators when: It
appears that the incident originated upstream of the meter outlet and
involves mains, pressure regulation equipment, peak shaving facility, etc.

Note: The cause of any incident should never be assumed prior to a thorough
investigation of all the facts and consultation with legal counsel.

III. LEGAL COUNSEL:
When a Serious Incident occurs, it is important that legal counsel be notified as soon as
possible. A member of Senior Management, or designee, will contact legal counsel.
Leo Bisson - Primmer, Piper, Eggleston & Cramer, PC
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Email: Ibisson@ppeclaw.com
Office: (802) 371-5207 direct (802) 223-2102 main
Cell Phone: (802) 535-7318
Montpelier Fax- (802) 223-2628
Burlington Fax- (802) 864-0328

IV. INCIDENT INVESTIGATIVE RESOURCES
When a Serious Incident occurs, the services of an expert professional investigator will
usually be required. In many cases legal counsel will recommend an incident
investigator. Absent input from legal counsel or possibly AEGIS - four reputable
investigators that VGS may choose to use are:
a)

PT&C Forensic Consulting (Gary Pease) — Fire and Explosion
19 Sunrise Terrace
Westfield, Massachusetts 01085
(413) 568-7706
Phone:
Office
(866) 914-7561
Fax
(413) 478-4227
Cell
gary.pease@ptcinc.com
E-mail

b)

The Wright Group (Wayne Miller or Ron Parsons) (24 hours or less)
125 Stanphyl Road Rear
Uxbridge, MA 01569
Business Phone:
Cell Phone:
Fax:

c)

1-508-749-3200
1-508-951-3919
1-508-749-3206

CEP Forensic Consulting, Inc. (24 hours or less)
1-(450)-686-0240
Laval, Quebec
1-(418)-622-4480
Quebec, (Quebec)
Jean F. Joubert (Cellular) 1-(514)-770-9389
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V. INSURANCE COMPANY NOTIFICATION
AEGIS should be contacted and advised of the situation when estimated damages are
anticipated to exceed 50% of the self insured retention level. AEGIS can also provide
VGS with guidance and recommendations regarding the situation. AEGIS can be
contacted at (201) 508-2600. The VP of Finance and Accounting or the Manager of
Accounting will normally make AEGIS notifications.

VI. INVESTIGATION ACTIVITIES
Statements and Witnesses:
In most circumstances, statements should not be taken from VGS personnel until legal
counsel has been consulted. Legal counsel will provide guidance regarding statements
necessary for the particular incident. If there are independent witnesses of the incident
on scene, attempt to find out who they are and obtain their contact information.
Document anything they might state regarding the incident
Evidence Control:
When evidence and samples are obtained, they must be selected, collected, preserved,
labeled and handled properly. Do not remove physical evidence from a scene unless it
is necessary and appropriate parties have been notified. If physical evidence is to be
removed, it should be photographed in place and clearly marked so that it and its
position may be identified. Keep all evidence in its original state if possible.
VGS personnel and Incident Investigators will ensure that arrangements are made to
safely and securely store evidence. These arrangements will often need to be made
with the responsible State Fire Marshall or Fire Department Chief. Don't forget that
other parties such as insurance company investigators may also need to be consulted
with.
A chain of custody record must be kept from the time evidence is collected until it is
produced for future legal proceedings. Identification tags should be attached to
evidence. The tags should note the following — date, location from where taken,
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identification of person taking exhibit and a description

Instrument Validation and Calibration:
Prior to using an instrument for an incident investigation, verify that it is in working
order and properly calibrated. Confirm calibration again immediately after completing
the investigation.
Instruments used prior to the incident occurring (CGI's, etc.), shall be identified as to
make, model and serial number and verify who the instrument user was.

Pressure Testing:
When performing pressure tests on pipelines, testing should be done at the pressure at
which the line normally operates at. If regulatory authority requests testing at higher
pressures, then test the line at normal operating pressure for 10 minutes before raising
the test pressure.
Test the integrity of meter and fuel line if possible (Dial Test, Soap Test, Pressure Test)
Obtain records of pressure in the nearby system at the time of incident from Gas Control.

Odorant Testing:
Odorant levels near the scene should be verified. Calibration of odorant testing equipment
should also be verified.
If other gas sources are suspect (sewer, propane, etc.), and if possible to do so, obtain
atmospheric samples for chromatograph analysis and then obtain gas samples from nearby
VGS facilities for chromatograph analysis and comparison.
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Field Notes and Sketches:
All notes and sketches made at the site should graphically represent important features
and should be signed and dated. Additionally:
a. All Bar Hole locations should be noted along with CGI readings.
b. They should include a compass direction or orientation of some kind.
c. Interior sketches of damaged structures should note length, width and height.
d. Exterior sketches of the site should note topographic features and location of
company facilities.
e. They should contain a Legend.
f. They should note whether representations are to scale or not.
Site Photography:
In most cases, photographic documentation will be conducted by a professional Incident
Investigator. VGS personnel should only take pictures when necessary to document
conditions or physical evidence of which is going to be disturbed or destroyed before the
Incident Investigator arrives. When taking pictures attempt to represent only relevant
aspects of the scene. Consider the following when taking photographs — Pictures of VGS
facilities in place as they were found, identify each picture; identify directions on the
pictures; use objects to give a representative perspective for size; overall views as well as
close ups should be obtained. The use of video is discouraged.
Material Analysis:
Selected samples of a facility or gas equipment may be tested locally by investigative
consultants, or sent to a laboratory for analysis.
The following laboratory is one located within the New England area and may be used
to analyze materials involved in incidents:
(MMR) Massachusetts Materials Research, Inc.
Box 810
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1500 Century Drive
West Boylston, MA 01583
Phone (508) 835-6262
Fax - (508) 835-9025
Other sources such as AEGIS, Legal Counsel, and Incident Investigative consultants, NGA
or the AGA may also be able to provide VGS with current information regarding material
testing laboratories.
Forms:
The OPS Form 11 Pipeline Failure Investigation Report (located in Appendix Seven) is a
useful aid when collecting incident related data.
Operational personnel involved in the incident should review the "On-Site Incident
Checklist" located in Appendix Seven.

VII. OTHER VGS INVESTIGATIONS
Often a minor incident or equipment issue will warrant an investigation or review.
Minor incidents or failures that meet any or all of the criteria listed below should be
reviewed:
a)
b)
c)
d)

A company policy or procedure was not followed.
Equipment failure is the apparent cause.
Injury or substantial property damage occurs.
Employee actions or judgments contributed to the incident.

The criteria described above are not all-inclusive. Incident reviews may be conducted
for other valid reasons as well. If the SafeMgr, Department Manager or Supervisor feels
that other circumstances may have contributed to the incident, they may initiate an
incident review. If the SafeMgr is not the person who initiated the incident review,
he/she will be invited to participate in the review.
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VIII. INCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS AND THE VGS SAFETY
COMMITTEE
When necessary, the VGS Safety Committee will investigate aspects of pipeline
incidents that are directly related to employee safety. Examples would include:
a) Adherence to VGS and VOSHA safety rules and regulations.
b) Utilization of appropriate personnel protective equipment.
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COMMUNICATING WITH THE MEDIA
Media inquiries should be referred to the VPMS, DirCom, Company President, or
designee. When practical, a written statement should be prepared prior to discussing
the incident with the media. Consider if the statement should be reviewed by legal
counsel. Inquiries made by the media over the telephone should be handled the same
way. The written statements should be read verbatim to ensure the correct information
is given. Any reporter's questions should be noted along with answers to the questions.
These notes should be placed in the incident file.
The VPMS, DirCom, CEO, or designee, is responsible for coordinating information
exchanges between VGS and the media during major or large scale incidents.
On occasion, VGS field personnel may be approached by the media at the site of an
incident. If this happens, direct the media to the most senior person on the site. Only
the facts should be discussed. Speculation, placing blame and personal opinions will not
be discussed. Note who conducted the interview and what questions they asked. Then
advise the VPMS or DirCom of what happened and which media resources(s) were on
site.
If the media must be used to communicate with customers during a Supply
Interruption, refer to the Supply Interruption Communications Plan located in Appendix
Five and Part Three, Section VI "Emergency Shut Down" of this Manual.

Media Contacts during emergencies may include:
Associated Press:
WCAX - CH. 3:
WPTZ - CH. 5:
FOX 44:
Burlington Free Press:
ST. Albans Messenger:

(800) 698-0283
apvermont@ap.org
(802) 652-6397
news©wcax.com
(802) 655-5588 Ext. 531 newstips©wptz.com
(802) 859-1344
news@fox44.net
(802) 865-0940 metropbfp.bulincitonfreepress.com
660-1897
Patrick Garrity, Metro Editor
(802) 524-9771 Ext.121
news@samessengercom

Northeast Gas Association:

(781) 455-6800
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RESOURCES

Vermont Gas Systems base of operations is located at 85 Swift Street in South Burlington,
VT. Specialized emergency response equipment, spare parts and materials are kept at this
location. On-Call Emergency Response personnel are supplied with equipment needed to
adequately handle routine gas pipeline emergencies they would be expected to respond
to. Refer to the Northeast Gas Associations Mutual Assistance Plan for additional
resources.

PERSONNEL
Potential Service Technicians and vehicles available for turn-offs and turn-ons:
Service Technicians - 14 Number of Vehicles - 17
Available Construction and Maintenance crews:
Crews - 3

Crew size - 3 persons

Available Distribution Regulator crews:
Crews - 1

Crew size - 2 persons

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
Backhoes
Dump trucks
Vehicles equipped with electric welding and acetylene cutting equipment
Power driven pipe cutters and saws
Mobile leak detection vehicles
Back pack flame ionization units
Portable generators
Portable water pumps
Large utility trucks
Small utility trucks
Backhoe mounted hydraulic pavement breaker
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